CUSHMAN TURF RUNABOUT

Designed to save you money, when you buy it and when you use it.

The Cushman Turf Runabout provides basic transportation and light hauling capacity at a budget price. So you don't have to tie up a golf car that could be on the course earning a profit.

The Turf Runabout has the speed and versatility to increase your man's efficiency. It can move him and up to 1000 pounds of equipment from job to job quicker. So he'll spend less time walking, more time working.

And the Runabout is powered by an 18-hp, air-cooled OMC engine for plenty of power, reliability, and ease of service. Wide, turf tires go easy on the grounds and front end shock absorber suspension goes easy on the rider.

The Cushman Turf Runabout. The rugged, versatile turf taxi that saves you time... and money. See your Cushman Turf dealer soon for a demonstration or write:

Cushman Turf Equipment,
OMC-Lincoln, a Division of Outboard Marine Corporation,
6704 Cushman Drive, P.O. Box 82409, Lincoln, Nebraska 68501

The turf taxi.
Fewer lost balls and fewer delays in play are among the dividends expected from a new idea in fairway brush control being introduced at the Riverside Golf Course in Portland, Maine.

Spray treatments with a new “delayed-action” brush control agent were used the past two years to clear out dense low foliage along fairways, so troublesome border areas are being opened up without handcutting and added problems in regrowth of brush.

There is another environmental benefit — the new brush control agent does its job without any brown-out. That means leaves turn color and drop in a natural way in the fall after September application. But susceptible plants fail to refoliate in the spring and they subsequently die.

The agent is a water-soluble liquid that is applied as a foliar spray to control or suppress many woody species. It controls blackberry, white oak, water oak, red oak, loblolly pine, Virginia pine, sweet gum, sumac and black locust. It offers partial control or suppression of other species such as red alder, hawthorn, wild cherry, maple, white ash, black gum, hickory, willow, sassafras, yellow poplar and elm.

The program at Riverside has been under the direction of superintendent John Davis, who has consulted with Keith Jones, Portland city arborist, and Paul Hogenkamp of Du Pont Company. Du Pont manufactures the agent — “Krenite”. Hogenkamp first established several trial areas adjacent to Riverside fairways. Following September, 1974 treatments, the areas were checked throughout last season. Control was achieved in these trials.

In September added areas were treated by a Portland Forestry Division crew under Jones’ direction. Davis anticipates further use during the coming year, after he has had an opportunity to evaluate the most recent application.

Brush-cutting has been an annual task for Davis and his crew at Riverside. He has scheduled this in late fall, but his crews have generally had more areas to cut than time would permit. Regrowth of brush has been a continuing problem.

This routine may now be changed as the Portland crew gains experience with the brush control agent. It is a foliar-active material that can be applied to low brush or trees but has little, if any, affect on ground cover such as grass or most non-woody vegetation. Thus, dense brush along a fairway can be cleared through a spray application of this material, directed at the brush — and not taller trees. Tree limbs can be spray-trimmed, however, where desired. The agent has activity on sprayed limbs through foliar sprays, but does not affect growth or development of other parts of a large tree.
Golf-White is nature’s own trap sand. It’s naturally white—a multi-purpose, high quality, quartz silica sand that adds lush beauty to any course and also simplifies trap and green maintenance: Eliminates puddling and crusting after a heavy rain—can be played on immediately. Sprayed sand on greens poses no problem—Ottawa grades conforming to USGA specifications will not leave objectionable sand particles on surface and cause putting or mowing problems. Sand permeates turf. Also, Golf-White is chemically inert—will not affect the pH of the soil like limestone and feldspar do.

Write today for Golf-White literature—includes specification charts about our several USGA sand grades as well as others to consider where wind is a problem.

OTTAWA SILICA COMPANY
Box 577-GD, Ottawa, Illinois 61350

... used by many of the finest golf courses in the country from coast-to-coast, such as...

West coast area: La Costa, El Dorado, Indian Wells, La Quinta, Thunderbird, Desert Inn. Eastern area: Camelot, IBM C.C., Indian Ridge, Pawtucket, Ferncroft, Yale, and many more.

It’s more than beautiful...it’s as near perfect as a golf course sand can be!
Country club members may not be drinking higher quantities of beer than in the past, but they are drinking it more frequently and on more occasions at clubs across the country.

Interviews with club managers and beverage people indicate the image of beer as something Joe Six-Pack picks up on the way home from the shop to fall asleep with in front of the tube after dinner is an image of the past. Beer is becoming popular for more and more country club activities. There are several reasons for this.

With younger members at some clubs and more emphasis on family activities, some clubs have taken on a more informal atmosphere. Club managers have told GOLFDOM gourmet dining with its accompanying wines and cocktails is not always strictly the rule anymore. Some members are more budget-conscious than before, and beer fits in with that attitude from a cost standpoint. But it is more than the cost; there is just as much status today to order a fine, imported or American premium beer with dinner as there has been in the past with ordering the right wine.

Also, tennis is becoming a factor at more and more clubs, and it is a fact that tennis players drink more beer to quench their thirst after a fast set. And this gets back to the younger element at clubs. Younger people play tennis, are dressed more casually, and managers have had to make concessions at some clubs with the addition of steak and brew-type rooms to cater to this crowd.

There are other ideas as to how beer can become more than just something managers can have on hand; how it can become something that adds another dimension to club activities through proper handling and promotion.

"At my club there is really not that much difference in the amount of beer today and what I sold in the past," Angelo Di Candilo, manager at Squire Golf Club, Ambler, Pa., told GOLFDOM. "We handle bottles and not draft, and there is a big swing to Michelob and other premium beers. I think this is because of the taste and nothing else. Sure country club people can afford
to pay more for beer, but I am convinced it is because it tastes good.

"We also do a lot of business in import beers like Lowenbrau and Heineken, a lot of Heineken," he said. "Most clubs I have been in contact with get a lot of call for the foreign beers; it probably has something to do with the mystique of a foreign beer, but I still think it comes back to taste here too. These people are not heavy beer drinkers, but they like a beer that tastes good."

Di Candilo's ideas stack up well against the prevailing beer story across the country. A recent report shows Americans are drinking premium-price imported beers from around the world with greater frequency than ever before. This was shown by the near 43 million gallons that was imported to the United States last year, a 22 percent gain over the previous year. Heineken imported from Holland by Van Munching & Co., New York, paces the market. The company has about 35 percent of the imported-beer market. Its chief competition, Lowenbrau, and some 30 other German beers account for a 22 percent share. Of that total, Lowenbrau is estimated to have 14 percent.

According to an industry source, Holland beer (with Heineken accounting for 98 percent) has outstripped its German competition by a wide margin over the last six years. For example, Holland beer imports rose from 7.6 million gallons in 1971 to more than 12.3 million last year, whereas German beers' volume of 9.6 million gallons in 1971 dipped to 9.5 million last year. German beers' market share, according to the source, dropped from 27 percent to 22 percent over the past two years. Meanwhile, Canadian beer imports jumped from 15 percent in 1973 to over 20 percent last year.

On the home front, another study has shown that beer drinkers continue to favor the big brewers despite the higher prices for their premium brands. Last year, the five largest beer companies wound up with over 64 percent of the total brewing industry barrelage, up from over 50 percent in 1968, over 55 percent in 1972 and almost 60 percent in 1973. The study went on to report the top five will have 80 percent of the market by 1980 and 95 percent by 1985.

The top five recently were: Anheuser-Busch, 24 percent; Schlitz, 16.1 percent; Pabst, 10.1 percent; Coors, 8.5 percent; and Miller Brewing, 7.2 percent. While the continuing domination of the beer market dollar by the larger companies is not too surprising, their ability to compete for it against smaller companies in the economic climate of the past two years is somewhat striking, the report said. For some time, it was thought beer drinkers might be "trading down" to lower-priced brands of small or regional brewers.

"At my former club we used to have Michelob on draft in chilled mugs and we would go through three half-barrels a week," Di Candilo said. "I think the informal atmosphere of most of today's clubs dictates somewhat of a move to beer. There are more family activities, less of the formal dining type of thing that goes with wine. Also, tennis is getting bigger, and the tennis player likes beer. Beef and ale rooms are becoming popular at some clubs. We even used to have draft beer on the course at rest stations at my former club, and we sold an awful lot of beer."

People do seem to be drinking more beer now, according to Charles M. Knisley, general manager of West Shore Country Club, Camp Hill, Pa. He handles both bottles and draft at his club; 11 brands in bottles, two brands of draft. In imported beers, he offers Heineken, Wurzburger and Labatt.

"But I really think that the American brands are the most popular here and at many clubs," Knisley said. "We sell more Budweiser here than anything else. Beer is becoming more popular now, there is no doubt about it. We have a younger membership here, and they prefer it. Maybe the price has something to do with it."

Knisley organizes an annual Oktoberfest that naturally centers around beer as a focal point. He gets special display barrels of wood to cover the metal kegs to give the event an authentic flavor. He goes to New York City to buy about 10 different brands of sausage to add to the affair, and he says it is one of the most popular parties of the year. He is also thinking of adding a steak and brew room for the younger members, and schedules barbecue cookouts and beer often in the summer.

"Yes, I think beer is definitely a country club drink," Dick Ray, manager at Lochmoor Country Club in North Fort Myers, Fl., told GOLFDOM. "We sell quite a bit of beer here. Our sales are increasing, but that might be because our membership is expanding rapidly also. We carry both bottles and draft, eight different brands in bottles and Michelob and Busch on draft; Budweiser and Michelob are our biggest sellers in bottles. "We have a bottle of each kind of beer we sell on a shelf behind the bar, and we get a lot of call for each of them; but we still sell mostly tap beer," he said. "We do carry Heineken, there are a few guys who like to drink it, but I really do most of my business in American beers. I think there definitely are more steak-and-beer-type menus at clubs around the country now, and think more tennis courts and pools at clubs has a lot to do with it. It is more of an informal atmosphere, and beer just goes over well in this type of situation. For example, I simmer hot dogs in beer as a luncheon special once in awhile and it goes over very well. I get quality meat hot dogs, and the beer adds a good flavor to them. It is a little thing, but it is a nice touch."

Edward Lyon, manager at Oceanside Country Club, Ormond Beach, Fla., said: "I can't say my members are drinking more beer than they did in the past, but I do think they are drinking it more often. I have found that tennis players are very big on pitchers of beer after a few sets of tennis. We sell a lot of beer that way."

"With younger members at many clubs, not mine particularly, they are making less money and beer fits into their budget better. I also think that because of the informal atmosphere at many clubs, beer fits in more and more. We have not done too much in the steak and ale department, but we do have our GTSB nights a couple of times dur-
The last word in relaxation is the first name in saunas.

What experience can you offer a guest that's more relaxing than a sauna? What sauna could be more famous than a Viking?

Viking Sauna.

Ask other hotel and motel people about a Viking Sauna. It's the kind of extra that really brings in the guests. And that really keeps them coming back, too.

Best of all, a Viking Sauna is a practical idea. As the first name in saunas, we offer six pre-built models to choose from. All go-anywhere saunas at stop-anywhere prices. Custom-built models are available, too. And with more than 100,000 installations behind us, there'll be no problems before you.

For complete information about Viking Sauna, return the coupon.

Name ____________________________
Address ___________________________
City ____________________________ State/Zip ____________

Viking Sauna
909 Park Avenue, P.O. Box 6298
San Jose, California 95150

Circle 108 on free information card

Golf Course Builders of America Sixth Annual Meeting, Minneapolis, during GCSAA Conference, Feb. 8-13.


PGA Teaching Seminar, San Diego, Calif., Feb. 29-March 3.

National Restaurant Association Controlling Food Cost Seminar, Chicago, March 1.


You Could Drop a Bundle Figuring Only Cost Per Lb. When Buying Grass Seed

What about coverage? How many potential plants do you buy in a pound of seed?

Compare seeding rates (which gives you the potential number of plants) and divide by the price per pound. That gives you the true cost of a pound of seed.

That's where Highland Colonial Bentgrass shines. With 8 million seeds per pound its seeding rate is very low. Couple this with the fact that Highland is one of the most economical of the fine-bladed grasses and you'll see it offers the bargain of a lifetime.

Check it out. Compare the seeding rate of the fescues, bluegrass and ryegrass with their cost per pound. Find out how much you're really paying per 1,000 square feet and you'll take another look at Highland. The fine-leaved beauty that's truly a bargain.

Write for free brochures

HIGHLAND COLONIAL BENTGRASS COMMISSION
Dept. A • Suite 1 / Rivergrove Bldg. • 2111 Front St., N.E. • Salem, OR 97303

Circle 116 on free information card
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East-South Regional Restaurant Convention and Exposition, Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington, D.C., March 68.


PGA Teaching Seminar, Montgomery, Ala., March 7-10.

Southern Turfgrass Conference and Show, Cook Convention Center and Albert Pick Motel, Memphis, Tenn., March 7-9.

Canadian Golf Superintendents Association 27th Canadian Turfgrass Show, Inn-on-the-Park, Toronto, March 8-10.

Iowa Golf Course Superintendents Association Annual Conference, Iowa State University, Ames, March 8-10.

PGA Rules Seminar, New York, March 14-17.

PGA General Management Seminar, Chicago, March 14-18.

PGA Business School, Toledo, Ohio, March 14-19.

National Restaurant Association Controlling Food Costs Seminar, Boston, March 15.


National Restaurant Association Controlling Food Costs Seminar, Salt Lake City, Utah, March 22.


PGA Business School, Lake Livingston, Houston, April 4-9.

National Restaurant Association Food Merchandising and Sales Promotion Seminar, Denver, April 5.

National Restaurant Association Train the Trainer Seminar, Minneapolis, April 6.

Eastern Restaurant and Hospitality Exposition, Civic Center, Philadelphia, April 12-14.

National Restaurant Association Controlling Food Cost Seminar, Bethpage, N.Y., April 13.


PGA Business School, West Palm Beach, Fla., May 2-7.

Tennessee Golf Course Superintendents Association Meeting, Rockwood Country Club, Rockwood, May 3.

Georgia Golf Course Superintendents Association Educational Program and Business Meeting, Atlanta Athletic Club, Duluth, May 11-12.

57th National Restaurant Association Restaurant, Hotel/Motel Show, McCormick Place, Chicago, May 22-26.

Golf Course Builders' Association Meeting, Fresno, Calif., June 25.


National Golf Foundation Teaching Seminar, Dartmouth College, Hanover, N.H., July 5-10.


Tennessee Golf Course Superintendents Association Meeting, Crockett Springs National Golf Course, Brentwood, August 2.

Georgia Golf Course Superintendents Association Educational Program and Business Meeting, Northwood Golf and Country Club, Lawrenceville, August 9-10.


Wherever golf is played...

Par Aide Products Company has been servicing the needs of the golf course superintendent since 1955. Because its products are designed to be functional and are built to withstand rugged use, it's just natural to find Par Aide equipment "wherever golf is played."

For complete line of Par Aide greens and tees equipment—Write for catalog

PAR AIDE PRODUCTS COMPANY
296 NORTH PASCAL STREET • ST. PAUL, MINN. 55104
IS BEER A COUNTRY CLUB DRINK?

from page 25

ing the season. A number of members come and play nine holes of golf, some play tennis, then we have steak and beer, and that is Golf, Tennis, Steak and Beer.

“We do not do much else with beer at this particular club, but I will say one more thing — no club should be without a portable beer box. All it is is a rolling unit with a place for the beer keg, a compressed air tank and a cover. It plugs into the nearest outlet to keep the beer cold, and you just put in a new keg when the beer runs out. They retail for about $1,000, but any beer distributor can tell you where to get one for half of that cost.”

There are many different kinds of what is generically called beer, the knowledge of which might help a club manager plan a special event built around a brew other than what their members might be able to find at the corner delicatessen:

• **Beer** is a brewed and fermented beverage made from a malted barley and other starchy cereals, flavored with hops.

• **Ale** is an aromatic malt of malt and cereal brew, usually full-bodied and more bitter than beer. Ale is fermented at a higher temperature than beer and the yeast remains at the top of the brew.

• **Stout** is a very dark ale with a strong malt flavor, a sweet taste, and strong hop character.

• **Porter** is a type of ale having a rich and very heavy foam. Very dark malt is used to give a high extract. It is sweeter and less hoppy than regular ale. It is brewed like stout but is not quite as strong.

• **Lager** is a bright, clear, light-bodied beer, which is sparkling and effervescent, brewed from a malt — and in some cases prepared cereals such as corn grits or cracked rice — hops and water. The resultant “wort” is fermented and “lagered” (stored) for aging and sedimentation. After this period it is “krausened” or carbonated. All American beers are the lager type.

• **Pilsner** is a term employed universally upon labels of light beers around the world. The original and most famous is the Pilsner Urquell from Pilsen, Bohemia. The intent of the brewer labeling his beer pilsner is to convey the impression that his beer is similar to that of Pilsen. All are bright, light, lagered beers.

• **Bock beer** is a special brew of heavy beer, usually somewhat darker and sweeter than regular beer, which is prepared in the winter for use in the spring. Bock Beer Day is supposed to herald the arrival of spring in Europe. The bock beer season usually lasts about six weeks.

• **Malt liquor** is a beer that varies considerably among brands. Some are light, pale champagne color, others rather dark; some are quite hoppy, others only mildly so. Their essential characteristic, however, is a higher alcoholic content than most other beers.

• **Sweet beer** is a combination of a beer with a fruit juice — lemon, lime, grape — to give a sweeter drink. In some cases these beverages have a higher alcoholic content than that of lager beers.

• **Sake** is a refermented brew of a high alcoholic content produced in Japan from rice.

Experts in the beer industry said the three cardinal points of beer service are cleanliness, temperature and pressure.

They say beer is one of the most delicate and perishable products a country club restaurant handles. It is highly susceptible to extraneous odors, to wild bacteria ever-present in the air and to strong light. It should be stored in a spotless room, usually last about six weeks.

One of the main causes for flat beer is the American tendency to serve it too cold, one industry source told GOLFDOM. The ideal temperature is 45° F. for beer and 50° F for ale, although it is customary to chill as low as 40° F for lager and 45° F. for ale. Do not chill below 40° F.; and the nearer the beer is to 45° F., the better it will taste. Imported beers should be served at 48 to 50° F., and English ale or Irish stout should be served at 55° F. Too cold a beer will be flat and cloudy. If it is too warm, the gas will break away from the liquid and you will get too much gas.

If an even flow of beer is desired from the tap, the pressure must be carefully watched and controlled. As some of the natural pressure of the carbonic acid gas is bound to be lost between the time the bar is opened and the last glass of beer is drawn, additional pressure must be supplied. Some people prefer air and others carbon dioxide. Logic points to carbon dioxide, though at first glance it may appear to be more expensive. It insures a more even supply of gas from the first to the last glass and eliminates the possibility of foul air being drawn into the system, as may happen when air pressure is used. Bottled beer should be stored in a dark, cool place. It is extremely sensitive to light and could take on a strange odor and flavor.
Course Tax Relief Disallowed in Court

A gathering storm over a little-known Florida state statute that entitled golf courses to a tax reduction if they sign a 10-year covenant agreeing to keep their property as a recreational center for that period of time, was predicted as Lee County officials reneged on a tax break granted earlier to the Palmetto-Pine Country Club in Cape Coral.

County commissioners had voted four-to-one to allow a reduction from $95,000 to $18,360 on the assessed valuation of the Palmetto-Pine 136 acres, a part of an 176-acre tract on which the course is located, in December. After a complaint from property appraiser Harry Schooley, commission chairman L. H. Whan led a move that resulted in reversal of the action. Doug Smiley reported on the case for GOLFDOM.

"I talked to Schooley and he told me we would be opening up a can of worms," Whan said after the meeting. He said Schooley convinced him if they let the tax action stand for Palmetto-Pine it would open a floodgate of requests from the 16 other clubs in the county.

Joseph C. Adderly, attorney for the club, plans to take court action against county authorities. "I am preparing a writ that I will file in circuit court demanding that the county commissioners record the 15-year covenant they originally accepted from the Palmetto-Pine Country Club and declare their rescinding action null and void," he said. He pointed out the statute (193.501) calls for a 10-year covenant but said Palmetto-Pine officials decided to show their good faith by adding an additional five years. Under the law any club that accepts tax relief under its provisions and then decides to dispose of the property or improve it with anything other than recreational facilities must return to the government all benefits derived plus a six percent penalty.

"As far as I have been able to learn our case is the first filed under this law," Adderly said, "but I have had numerous calls from other clubs who plan to investigate the situation." Al Johns, chairman of the board of Punta Gorda Isles Corp. that owns Burnt Store Country Club in Punta Gorda and the Sugar Mills Wood Country Club near Homosassa Springs and chairman of the board of a wholly owned subsidiary that operates the Sun City Center Golf Club and the Kings Inn Golf and Racquet Club near Tampa, said he had instructed his tax lawyers to look into the question.

James Petrides of the Cavanagh Corp., Miami, developers of Rotonda West and operators of the Sunday Country Club, also have their tax lawyers checking the possibilities. William Fritts of the Florida State Golf Association said executive director Bill Carey plans to advise member clubs of the Lee County action. The Palmetto-Pine club is located within the city limits of Cape Coral and Mayor Don Graf and his city council were up in arms immediately after the first commissioner action. They accused the county body of ignoring them in granting the tax relief. But after considering the matter at a special council meeting, the council voted to go along with the idea of granting the club a tax adjustment.

Councilman Lyman Moore, after learning of the commissioner's turnabout, said the tax relief should have been allowed because the club is an asset to the city. Adderly said the club owns 176 acres which they purchased in 1970 for $135,000. This was considered the true market value at the time. Three years later the county tax assessor raised the valuation from $135,000 to $352,000 on the land alone.

"In filing the 15-year covenant club officials decided to ask for relief only on that part of the land that has no improvements since they are not included in the law," Adderly said, "because every effort on the part of club officials to get some tax relief had failed."